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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK COUNTY: PART 59

om

BRIGID COLVIN,

Index No. 158964/2015
Plaintiff,

DECISION and ORDER
-against-

O
.c

UNITED STATES EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION, INC.,
Defendant.

PR

DEBRA A. JAMES, J.:

Petitioner commenced. this proceeding seeking relief pursuant to Article 78 of the CPLR,

se

arguing that the determination and affirming of such determination of respondent United
States Equestrian Federation, Inc. (Federation) that suspended petitioner from participating in

or

its equestrian events for seven months and assessed her a monetary fine were arbitrary and
capricious, an abuse of discretion and unsupported by substantial evidence.

yH

On August 31, 2015, this court issued a stay of such suspension pending the
determination of the petition, commenced by show cause order.
Issue was joined and respondent filed additional papers opposing annulment of its

M

determinations on September 11, 2015.

R
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The parties presented oral argument at the hearing of the petition on September 17,

2015. 1
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This court has found no prior appellate authority that explicitly holds whether or not transfer to the
appellate division for disposition of a proceeding that raises the substantial evidence issue pursuant to
CPLR 7804(g) applies to a determination made as a result of a hearing held by a non-governmental
agency. For example, Lindemann v the American Horse Show Association, Inc., 222 AD2d 248 (1995)
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Petitioner is the mother of a junior equestrian competitor, who is her seventeen year
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om

old daughter. Her daughter has been described as an equestrian prodigy, who has competed
nationally and internationally since the age of 14, and won many jumping cc:>mpetitions. This

year, 2015, petitioner's daughter will turn 18, and it will be her last year to compete as a junior
league rider. During the circuit this fall, her daughter will be competing in horse shows nearly

O

every week, beginning on September 2 and ending on November 1, 2015. Due to the demands

of her daughter's competition schedule, petitioner has not maintained any kind of regular, paid

PR

employment since her daughter was a young child. Petitioner has been her daughter's
"constant chaperone, cheerleader, team member, chauffeur" and coach throughout her

se

daughter's years of competition.

The Federation has adopted rules restricting or prohibiting the administration of certain

yH

or

medications and substances to competition horses.
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only implicitly affirms that no transfer is necessitated where the determination is made by private entity
after a hearing, in that the Lindemann court reversed the annulment only on the grounds that trial court
misapplied the standard for Article 78 review. Upon having sua sponte invited oral argument on the
issue of transfer, this court concurs with the Federation's counsel that its hearing was not held
"pursuant to direction of law" as set forth CPLR § 7803(4), but pursuant to rules of the Federation, which
is a private organization, not an administrative agency. Jes Properties, Inc. v United States Equestrian
Federation, Inc .. 458 F3d 1224, 1226 (11th Cir 2006) ("In June 2004, the United States Olympic
Committee ("USOC"), pursuant to the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act, 36 U.S.C. § 220501
et ~ ("ASA") officially appointed the Federation as the sole national governing body for the sport of
amateur equestrianism in the United States", with the Federation adopting the same rules promulgated
by its predecessor organization.) See also, Siegel, New York Practice § 568 ("The reason for the transfer
is partly historical and partly a recognition that a 'substantial evidence' review of an administrative
record is analogous to appellate' review of a court-made record and for that reason merits quick deposit
before the appellate tribunal.")
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Both sides agree that under Federation rules, a "Trainer" of a horse is the absolute

.c
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insurer of its condition and is strictly liable for any violation of the medication rules. The
Federation rules state:

PR

O

GR147 Trainer
1. Any adult, or adults who has the responsibility for the care, training, custody or
performance of a horse. 2. Said person must sign the entry blank of any licensed
competition whether said person be an owner, rider, agent and/or coach as well as
trainer. 3. Where a minor exhibitor has no trainer, a parent or guardian must sign
and assume responsibility of trainer. 4. The name of the· trainer must be designated
as such on the entry blank.

For six years petitioner's daughter worked with a team of two Trainers, Scott Stewart (Stewart) ·
and Ken Berkely. In J~ly 2014, Stewart and Berkley both quit as Trainer for petitioner's

se

daughter. After terminating his relationship, unbeknownst to petitioner, Stewart began
making reports about petitioner to Dr. Betsee Parker, the main sponsor of petitioner's daughter

or

and the owner ofthe horse named Inclusive, which petitioner's daughter rode in the horse
show at issue here, and to Steven Riggetts (Riggetts), a salaried employee of Dr. Parker.

'
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Steward told them that petitioner had been heavily medicating the horses, and that petitioner
should be kept away from the horses.

eM

On August 15, 2014, the sample taken from Inclusive during a random drug test
revealed the presence of a naturally-occurring substance, gamma-aminobutyric acid ("GABA"),

R
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above the level that is naturally produced by a horse's body. The test established that the

condition of Inclusive violated the Federation's prohibition on the use of medication and other
substances.
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The Federatio·n issued a Notice of Violation against Dr. Parker, Rigetts and petitioner.
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The Hearing Committee of the Federation conducted a hearing. As a result oft he hearing, the
Hearing Committee rendered Findings and Decision dated May 20, 2015 (Decision) that

concluded that Rigetts, petitioner and Dr. Parker violated the Federation rules prohibiting

medications. The Decision suspended Riggetts and petitioner's membership, directed Riggetts

O

and petitioner to pay a fine and Dr. Parker to make restitution of the prizes won by Inclusive in
the competition.

eP
R

Upon consideration of petitioner's request for a review of the Decision, on August 3,
2015, the Federation, by its Director of Regulation, affirmed that Decision in its entirety.
At all times, both sides agree that the question of who was the Trainer or Trainers of

or
s

Inclusive at the time of the competition is the gravamen of their dispute.

In the Article 78 proceeding at bar, petitioner argues that the Decision of the Federation
was arbitrary and capricious and not supported by substantial evidence, as there was absolutely

eM
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no evidence that petitioner met the definition ofthe Trainer of Inclusive under the Federation's
rules. Petitioner argues, inter alia, that the Federation's own Charging Counsel, in his closing

remarks, conceded that petitioner was not the trainer when he stated to the Hearing
Committee "While I do not think that based on the testimony she fits the definition of trainer".

ANALYSIS

R
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In an article 78 proceeding, the court's role is limited to ascertainingwhether a
determination made after a hearing is supported by substantial evidence. In reviewing
the evidence, the court must defer to the fact-finder's assessment of the evidence and
the credibility of the witnesses. It is axiomatic that the court may not weigh evidence,
choose between conflicting proof, or substitute its assessment of the evidence for that
4
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of the administrative judge or panel. Moreover hearsay evidence can be the basis of the
determination.
(Lindemann, 222 AD2d at 250, [citations omitted]).
In addition, in reversing the annulment by the trial court of the defendant's

determination in Lindemann, the appellate court wrote that "the record clearly demonstrates
that there was substantial evidence presented at the hearing to support the determination.

O

The inferences drawn by the defendant Association were not arbitrary and capricious"
(Lindemann, supra).

PR

The Federation argues that the statement of its Charging Counsel that he did not "think
that based on the testimony she fits the definition of trainer" is not a judicial admission or is at

se

most an informal judicial admission, since the rules of evidence do not apply to a Federation
hearing. This court determines that the cited portion ofthe Charging Counsel's closing

or

statement constitutes an informal judicial admission. "A factual assertion made by an attorney
during an opening [or closing] statement is a judicial admission" (Tullett Prebon Financial
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Services v BGC Financial, LP, 111 AD3d 480 [Pt Dept 2013]). Nonetheless, the court does not
agree with petitioner that such statement disproves, as a matter of law, that petitioner was not
the Trainer. "A judicial admission is not itself dispositive but merely evidence of the_fact

eM

',

admitted" (Tullett, supra).
This court rules that the Decision finding that petitioner met the definition of "an adult

R
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who has the responsibility for the care, training, custody or performance of a horse" is

supported by substantial evidence, notwithstanding the Charging Counsel's judicial admission.
Among the evidence is petitioner's testimony that she instructed the technician to list her name
5
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as the Trainer on his paperwork. There is no dispute that a horse may have more than one

.c
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trainer, and though Riggetts and not petitioner's name was on the entry blank, petitioner's
name listed on the drug tester's paper work, is some evidence that both she and Riggetts were
the Trainers. Adding further weight to the finding of petitioner's intention to so act was her

testimony that she told the drug tester to "put me down" even after he asked "Are you sure

O

you want me to do that?"

The Hearing Committee's concluded that petitioner's testimony that she was unable to

PR

inject a horse with GABA because "her hands shake" rather than denying she would ever do so
under any circumstances, was inconsistent with her admission that on o~e occasion she

se

injected a horse with a drug called Benamine. It was reasonable for the Hearing Committee to
so evaluate the testimony, and within its province, and not this court, to as.sess petitioner's

or

credibility. Nor does the court find to be irrational the Hearing Committee's consideration of
petitioner's testimony that (1) she was absolutely certain that on one occasion she observed

eM
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"four girls" inject one-half to 2 ccs of Carolina Gold, which contains GABA, to Inclusive when
Inclusive was owned by Scott Stewart, and (2) she saw and recognized bottles of GABA and

observed it being administered to other horses in Stewart's barn, and (3) she was present at
planning meetings on nights before other competitions at which the use of such medication

was discussed. By relying in part upon such testimony, the Hearing Committee did not

R
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arbitrarily and capriciously penalize petitioner for a violation with which it never charged her

and of which she had no notice. Such evidence had probative value since it tended to explain

the acrimonious relationship between defendant and Stewart, who Dr. Parker and Riggetts
6
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testified was the source of reports that petitioner had been heavily medicating the horses (see

.c
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People v O'Gara. 239 AD2d 215 [1st Dept 1997]), and also tended to undercut her credibility
about having no responsibility for the care, custody or performance of Inclusive. See also
People v Arafet, 13 NY3d 460 (2009}.

Although this court agrees with petitioner that it would be completely irrational for her

O

to participate in illegally medicating Inclusive and then tell the drug tester that her name be
inserted as "Trainer", her lapse in judgment under the circumstances does not refute

PR

substantial evidence that she undertook the responsibility of the Trainer. In any event, it is the
rationality of the Decision of the Hearing Committee, not the rationality of the various actors,

se

which this court must assess. Moreover, petitioner's motivation for instructing the drug tester
to insert her name as Trainer, i.e. to ensure that her daughter could continue to ride Dr.

or

Parker's horses, however wrongheaded or regretful, implicates questions of credibility, the
judgment of which the Court must defer to the Hearing Committee. So too this court cannot

yH

substitute its judgment for that of the Hearing Committee in finding the testimony of Riggetts
that petitioner had access to Inclusive more accurate than petitioner's assertion that she stayed

eM

away from Inclusive as instructed by Dr. Parker and Riggetts, which instructions Riggetts, the
groomers and others in Dr. Parker's employ strove mightily to enforce.
Accordingly, it is hereby

R
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ORDERED that the petition to annul the determination dated May 20, 2015 and the

affirmance dated August 3, 20015 of respondent United States Equestrian Federation, Inc. to
suspend petitioner from membership and to forbid her from the privilege of taking part
7
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whatsoever in any Licensed Competition for seven months and to exclude her from all

denied and the petition dismissed, with costs.
This is the decision and order of the court.
Dated: September 25, 2015
ENTER:

J.s.c.
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DEBRA A. JAMes
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Competition grounds for seven months and to direct her to pay a fine in the sum of $7,000 is
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